ABSTRACT. The following study analyzes the usage of the name Ba al in ancient Phoenician inscriptions. The analysis starts with the premise that the deity named Ba al played a major role in Canaanite religion, including the religion of the people of Israel. First of all, in order to understand correctly this phenomenon, our study sketches in broad lines the historical and religious context of the ancient Near East. Second, the study takes into account a series of corollary issues, like the concepts of "fertility" and the "Sacred Marriage", in order to obtain as clear a picture as possible of the identity and character of the god Ba al. Third, the study focuses on a number of inscriptions from Phoenicia. A number of scholars have argued that these inscriptions represent our best evidence from Phoenicia to reconstructing the identity of Ba al.
Introduction
There exists a fundamental distinction between the ancient Near Eastern (ANE) and the modern understanding of personal names. The contemporary mentality has rarely shown any interests outside the boundaries of family lineage or esthetic preferences. In fact, it was the rise of the Greek dualistic world view that marked the beginning of the demise of the ANE logic of continuity, where symbol and reality were not clearly distinguished. The context underlying the ANE view of the name is infinitely vast, combining elements from religion, philosophy and social life. The ancient man saw a PERICHORESIS 10.1 (2012) very close relation between the name and the nature of the entity that was named.
1 Thus:
When it is believed that the nature of a thing is comprehended in its name, then on the one hand emphasis is laid on the idea that knowledge of the name mediates a direct relationship with the nature, and on the other the name is regarded as to such an extent an expression of the individual character of its owner that it can, in fact, stand for him, become a concept interchangeable with him.
2
However, in the following study we will focus not so much on the general philosophy of names in the ANE, but on the connotations carried by the name Ba al, as this appears in several of the old Phoenician inscriptions. The name Ba al was a very familiar expression to, say, a tenth century man or woman living the land of Canaan. First, people would use the name to refer to the god Ba al, one of the most important deities in the Ancient Near East.
3 Second, the name-as a theophoric element-could be part of a person's name or could be the individual name of that person.
4 Indeed, both Phoenician inscriptions and the Old Testament bear witness to this practice.
5 Third, the name Ba al could also refer to the name of a region or locality, in the sense that the god Ba al would have been the protector of the respective city. Invariably, in most of these cities people would build altars and worship Ba al.
6
In Phoenicia, the name Ba al appeared in inscriptions with reference to both human and divine characters. For example, many of the inscriptions were written in order to narrate the achievements of the person buried in sarcophagi, and thus to immortalize (often appealing to the divine Ba al) his or her fame for all future generations. As Schmitz noted, "with the exception of Phoenician inscriptions, all sources of information about the religion of Phoenicia are secondary".
7 As we will show later, scholars have also had to take into account the earlier mythology about Ba al from the tablets of Ugarit.
Historical and Religious Background
Geographically, Phoenicia existed along the "Syrian littoral north of Palestine", as a "conglomerate of city-states that were distinguished from adjacent areas by its preferred dealings with Indo-Europeans and Greeks".
8 An important presence in the Mediterranean world, Phoenicia never achieved the established status of a nation. In fact, the name Phoenicia was originally given by the Greeks to the "coastal region of the eastern Mediterranean".
9
The early history of the culture may go back to the fifth millennium, although the first non-biblical attestation comes from the fourteen century and it informs us about the "inhabitants of Canaan", who were "calling themselves in Akkadian Kinahu or Kinanu". 10 However, the religious worldview of Phoenicia, and its impact upon Israel, were far greater than the cultural and the economic influence.
In the area of religion, the Phoenicians inherited a complex polytheistic tradition from the earlier cultures, especially from the practical and written cult of Ugarit.
11 Even though the name Ba al appeared in sources earlier than these texts, the Ugaritic worldview made a profound impact upon the neighboring cultures that followed. For example, the fourteen century Ba al Cycle is one of the documents that laid the ground for all subsequent derivations in Ba al theology.
12 In a way, Phoenician religion is properly Canaanite. The names Ba al, El, and Ashtoreth (with "possible" derivations to Astarte/Anat) represented three of the pillar gods of the Canaanite pantheon. As we mentioned, the gods evolved from the earlier sources of the old Akkad and Ugarit, but received names that resembled more the Canaanite pantheon. Later influences may also be found in the names of deities such as Shadrapa, Horon, Sid and Bes.
14 For the later phase of Phoenician history, scholars have traditionally relied on the reconstructed work of Philo of Byblos. His Phoenician History was partly preserved by Eusebius of Caesarea, Praeparatio Evangelica. Philo lived between 70 and 160 AD, but his work was influenced by a much earlier Phoenician historian named Sanchuniathon. According to Philo, Sanchuniathon must have lived before Hesiod and had access to older records.
15
The majority of Phoenician inscriptions and artifacts reveal the fact that Ba al became more prominent than the other deities in the everyday, religious practice of the Phoenicians. However, as various data show, the Phoenicians honored the other deities as well. For example, in the Ugarit list, El functioned as the supreme deity, the "El of the Sources", or "El the king", the begetter of all other gods.
16 Many of the second millennium texts mention El in this position, even though the events that appear to have dramatic consequences in the life of the pantheon or in the realm of human beings involve the younger deities like Ba al, Anat, and Astarte.
17 Nevertheless, in spite of the supremacy of El within the Canaanite pantheon, Ba al was clearly the most active, or the god who had the most practical relevance in the life of the ordinary Canaanite worshiper. 
20
Ba al worship may have also touched on the issue of sexuality. The consort of El was Ashtoreth, the "Lady of the Sea", and the sources show that their relation involved sexual intercourse. As in other mythological accounts, it was the sexual intercourse between primordial deities that made possible the birth of all other gods.
21 However, in the subsequent chapters of the myths, Ba al himself becomes the partner of Anat and (later) Astarte.
22 In fact, the Ugaritic Ba al Cycle describes several encounters which involve Ba al and a number of female characters.
23 Myths such as these enforced the notion that sexual encounters among the gods impacted the fer- Evidently, a corollary of this concept has been the practice of "sacred prostitution". As scholars have shown, at the height of the New Year, the ancient Sumerians celebrated the rite of the Sacred Marriage.
27 In this ritual, the king would join a procession to the temple of the goddess Inanna and there he engaged in a sexual relationship with the priestess of the temple, who symbolized Inanna. The sexual union was seen as an enactment of the primordial union between Dumuzi, a Sumerian shepherd god, and Innana, the goddess of sexual love, procreation and fertility.
28 The sexual reenactment assured that "the forces of agricultural renewal were set in motion by sexual union".
29 Most scholars agree that the Sumerian cult involved sexual relationships between men and the "sacred prostitutes" who served in the
24
Thus de Moor, "Ba al", TDOT, 2:188ff., for the notion that one of the symbols of Ba al was the "bull", He is described as engaging in sexual intercourse with a cow, symbolizing his power as a "fertility-god". 25
The changing of seasons, with its effect on vegetation, was a critical phenomenon in the life of ancient Oriental societies, where agriculture was the basic source of subsistence. Thus the relevance of the myth of Ba al's disappearance in the underworld and his return in the autumn, by which he caused vegetation to die and then return to life with him; thus "Ba al", ed. temples. Naturally, the pagan worshiper expected that acts of cultic prostitution would impact the fertility of the land. Furthermore, a number of scholars have argued that passages such as Deuteronomy 23:18; 2 Kings 23:7; 14:24; and Hosea 4:14 demonstrate that the Sumerian practice of "cultic prostitution" was introduced to the Ugaritic and Canaanite cult which in turn, influenced the practices of ancient Israel. These issues present only a secondary interest and will not be developed in our current analysis. Nevertheless, we have shown that Ba al worship evidently involved a sexual element. We have also argued that Ba alism influenced the belief system of ancient Israel. In this context, and because of passages like these, we must ask whether or not "cultic sexuality" had an impact on the religion of Israel?
Contemporary scholarship has usually taken two major positions on this issue. On the one hand, a number of scholars have argued that in biblical Israel there existed temples or other sacred places where people would practice "cultic prostitution" (e.g. Hosea 4:14). This would represent the traditional interpretation. It takes the claims of the texts at their face value.
30
On the other hand, the second group of scholars have reevaluated the biblical passages and argued that, in the Bible all references to "cultic prostitution" ought to be interpreted metaphorically.
31 According to Miller, the passage in case may be a way of referring to a connection with "worship practices that were regarded as idolatrous and apostate, the condemnation of which is often put in sexual terms, as for example, in Jeremiah".
32 In other words, the biblical authors borrowed terms describing sexual acts (physical prostitution) and employed them metaphorically, to describe religious acts (idolatry or spiritual prostitution). Another variation of this second view agrees with the possibility that some Israelites did engage in sexual relations with temple "prostitutes", but not under the assumption that their acts would somehow ensure the "fertility" of the land. As a number of scholars have shown, the ancient Near Eastern cultures contemporary with biblical Israel allowed for the practice of prostitution, but not in the way the Sumerians understood it. Often times, women associated with the temples of Anat or Astarte and Ba al would offer their services to men and return a part of their earnings to the temples. They simply used the sexual prowess and appeal of the goddesses of a particular temple to attract customers. In this context, the biblical passage describe actual practices, but never with the meaning that the Sumerians applied to the "sacred marriage".
We may add here a third, mediating position, that allows for the possibility that some people engaged in "cultic sexuality", but that these represented fringe elements in the religious landscape of Israel. According to Bird, "the isolated biblical references to qedešo represent a perverted remnant of an earlier Israelite or Canaanite cult, perpetuated in a perverted Israelite cult".
33 In essence, one will never know what exactly such biblical passages did describe.
34 Now, as Christiansen explained, the reassessment of the theory of cultic prostitution in Israel may be one "of the products of the feminist movement of recent years". 35 We believe Christiansen is not far from the truth. Does it make sense that the Bible would have described these events in such clear terms, if the terminology (for "prostitution") had no significance whatsoever for the biblical worshiper? The "metaphorical" interpretation would work only under the assumption that the biblical authors had to revert to a metaphor in order to describe a practice that was unintelligible to their contemporaries. Yet, the passages that employ metaphorically words like znh ("prostitute, adulterous" in a "religious" setting) and qdšh ("cultic prostitute") are so numerous that they force the modern reader to ask: why would the Bible use these metaphors so often and with such a pathos, if they had no correspondent in the realm of everyday life? Why would the Bible employ a metaphor from an unknown practice in order to address such a critical issue as idolatry?
The Name Ba al in Phoenican Inscriptions
We will now focus on the employment of the word Ba al in two types of Phoenician inscriptions. The first are inscriptions that describe individuals whose names include the "theophoric" element Ba al. The second group refers to the actual god Ba al, even though some of the names of the deity are compound names.
The name of the god Ba al The name appears in several inscriptions dating from the early 10th century to the 8th century. Although most of them have been discovered in what we considered Phoenician territory, one of them (the Karatepe Inscription) belongs to the modern region of Adana, Turkey. Even though geographically Karatepe would fall outside the boundaries of Phoenicia, the fact that it lies in the vicinity to the Northern borders of Phoenicia, and that the inscription was written in the Phoenician dialect, makes it a relevant document to study.
The Yehimilk Inscription
The Yehimilk inscription (cca. 950 BC) was written on a stone probably used in connection with a sacred building. ., for the fact that the inscription seems to be a combination of a "dedicatory" and "memorial" inscription. The king fulfills both his devotion, by constructing the temple, and takes advantage of the occasion by strengthening his royal status. Our analysis focuses on the identity of the two deities mentioned in the inscription: Ba al Shamem (Ba al of heavens) and Ba alath Gebal. Concerning the identity of the first god, Oden argued that both from a linguistic and a "history of religion" comparative approach, Ba al Shamem was in fact El, the god traditionally worshipped as the chief deity in the Canaanite lists.
38 Regarding the interpretation of these "compound names", a number of scholars have argued that, since the word Ba al may mean "lord", expressions such as "Ba al of X" could also mean "Lord of X".
39 In this sense, the form Ba al would function rather as an epithet, especially when paired in the same word with a noun or a proper name.
40
From a different perspective, one may also argue that "compounding" the name Ba al with other names or nouns, should not necessarily lead to the conclusion that the original authors had other gods than Ba al in mind. Thus, a second possibility would be that Ba al Shamen was another name for Ba al, who by this time achieved the status of the chief god.
41 As we mentioned in the beginning, the employment of theophoric elements in personal names was common in Canaan and Israel. The word shamen (heavens) may also point to the link between Ba al and the storms and rain that originate in heavens and which were considered the most important natural elements in the life of the people. 42 That bringing "fertility" was the natural expectation from Ba al was accepted by most of his worshippers. In this sense, the king would have dedicated the temple with the purpose of strengthening his royal position (with the help of the chief god) and securing the fertility on which life so much depended.
43 Coming from the lips of a king, placing Ba al the first on the list would not have been lost on the worshipers attending the ceremony of dedication, or on countless men and women who would have the read the inscription. 44 The king was under the protection of the chief of the gods in Phoenicia.
45
The identity of Ba al Shamen may also depend on how one translates the phrase "Ba alath gbl". Rosenthal went against the consensus and rendered Ba alath as "Lord".
46 This assumes that the phrase "Ba al Shamen and Ba alath of Byblos" refers to the same person: Ba al of heavens and [also] Lord of Byblos. That is, Ba al as a universal god and also protector of Byblos. On the other hand, as Albright argued, the context of the text suggests that here we deal with a male god (Ba al Shamen) and his consort (Ba alath). 47 Accordingly, other scholars translated "Ba alath" as "lady" or "mistress", thus suggesting a "consort" to Ba al.
48
Keel believes that the figure may be identified with Astarte, even though the inscription does not mention her name here.
49 As we already noted, the name Astarte was mentioned in other Phoenician inscriptions, and recalled by Josephus as well.
50 Even though the text makes no specific mention of the relationship between the god and his consort, we can assume from the wider background of Canaanite sources a sexual relationship as well. In this context Ba alath corresponds to "the earth mother who symbolizes fertility" and thus partly responsible-along with Ba al-for the rebirth of vegetation. 51 The inclusion of two of the most important deities from Phoenicia reflects both the nature of polytheism and the depth of human pragmatism, which in this case denotes an implicit tendency for manipulation. One may now understand better why the sacrificial cult was understood as an essential means to secure "life, health, political prowess, reliable food supplies, and reproductive success". In fact, a number of Old Testament passages show that cultic practices that were distinctly Phoenician and Canaanite had an impact upon ancient Israel as well (Deuteronomy 23:18-19, Amos 2:7-8, and Hosea 4:13). Evidently, the figure of Ba al, the bringer of rain "on which the fertility of the soil depends", marked the religious consciousness of many to such an extent that Ba al was worshiped along with Adonai, the God of the Hebrews. In many minds, "Yahweh and Ba al differed but little".
53
In this context, one may remember that bloody conflict Elijah spearheaded against the worshipers of Ba al took place at Mount Carmel, "the borderland between Israel and Phoenicia".
54 Even though Ahab built a temple to Ba al in Samaria in the 9th century (1 Kings 16:32), very likely his initiative fit comfortably within the religious worldview that had formed previously in Northern Israel. When Elijah accused the Israelites of "limping on two crutches" (1 Kings 18:21), they said nothing. The closer Israel dealt to Phoenicia, the stronger the urge for northerners to blend Yahwistic and Ba alistic worship. That is why Elijah attempted to replace "the royal programme 'Yahweh and Baal' with the slogan 'Yahweh or Baal'." The historical context underlying the content of the inscription points to the dedication of the palace where it was found.
57 The name of Ba al appears in the following phrase:
And if anyone smashes this inscription, may Ba alšemed who belongs to Gabbar smash his head, and may Ba alh ammon who belongs to BMH and Rakkabel, lord of the dynasty, smash his head.
Although the occasion that prompted the writing could have been a celebratory event, the literary context in which the name Ba al appears includes a "curse-like" formula, a fact which connects this with typical "sarcophagus" inscriptions. According to Gibson, the name Ba al Šemed refers to a "title of Hadad (Baal), the chief god of the Arameans of Zenjirli… meaning 'lord of the mace'."
58 The Ugaritic root smd points to a "weapon used by Ba al in his victory over the ocean god Yam". 59 One may conjecture, then, that the term šemed may have been more a "function" or "role" marker, than an identity description. It might have connoted the role of Ba al as a warrior, a function not uncommon to Phoenician deities and one obviously convenient to a king with military obligations.
60
Concerning the identity of Baal Hammon, one may set the name against a number of references in the Old Testament of the word h mn. In Phoenici- Ibid., Gibson. The Old Testament does not use the word šdd with this sense, but it employs the verb šadad in numerous texts, with the meaning of "destroy", "devastate" and "despoil". Thus "šdd", HALOT; "šdd", ed. by R. Similarly Bunnens, A New Luwian Stele, 79, who shows that the "'Mace-God' and the 'Lord of the Mace'… may be one and the same aspect of the Storm-God", even though Bunnen's argument is more complex and includes references to other inscriptions as well.
an, the root h mn occurs at times with the sense of "pillar" or "incensealtar". 61 The Old Testament makes numerous references to the idolatrous altars for which the people would be punished by God.
62 Granted, the data does not clarify the precise identity of Ba al Hammon, but it allows for his (albeit indirect) influence in ancient Israel.
63
The expression Ba al Hammon has also been translated by some as "lord of [Mount] Amanus, [this suggestion] placing the god in the area of Zenjirli". 64 The region was in the proximity of a mountain range in northern Ugarit, which included Amanus.
65 As a mountain god, Ba al Hammon controlled the fertility of the region. In this sense, he was often paired with the goddess Tanit who, in turn, shared similar characteristics with Astarte. Note also that Markoe lists evidence from late 7th and 6th century of possible "child sacrifices" brought in honor of Ba al Hammon. The so called molk sacrifices "may have been connected with the fertility sacrifices celebrated in March".
66 This analysis is conjectural, but if (only approximately) correct, it would place the strong condemnation by the Old Testament in a more appropriate context. We may at least conclude that, if one takes into account the references that Kilamuwa made to flocks, oxen, and herds, the picture of Ba al Hammon as a god of fertility becomes clearer.
67 Again, as with Yehimilk, Kilamuwa's vision of the gods was individualistic, exclusively pragmatic and inclined to manipulation. The boasting of the king implied that he was as important as the gods. Yet, for all his arrogance, the king feared that thieves or rivals may desecrate the funerary monument. That is why he called on the gods with a do ut des mentality and obliged them to intervene against the perpetrators.
68
The Karatepe Inscription of Azitiwadda The Karatepe inscription was discovered in what is today the province of Adana, modern Turkey. It belonged to the portal orthostats at Karatepe, the fortress of the king Azitiwadda (740-710 BC). 69 The historical context that can be recovered from the text implies that Azitiwadda lived during and after the reign of king Awarku. It is possible that Azitiwadda may have been either "a high official of Awarku's court or a prince of royal blood…, and that after Awarku's death he acted as a regent while his son was still a minor".
70 The inscription contains a bilingual "Luwian (Hittite)-Phoenician" text about the achievements of Azitawadda. In it, Azitawadda refers to several deities:
I am Azitawadda, the blessed of Ba l, the servant of Ba l Ba l made me a father and a mother to the Dannunites I have added horse to horse, shield to shield, and army to army, by virtue of Ba l and the Gods (El) I have built this city. I have given it the name of Azitawaddiya, for Ba l and Reshef-Șprm commissioned me to build it. I have built it, by virtue of Ba l and by virtue of Reshef-Șprm…I have established Ba l-Krntryš. May Ba l-Krntryš bless Azitawadda with life, peace, and might power over every king, so that Ba l-Krntryš and all the gods of the city may give Azitawadda length of days…If there be a king among kings…who shall wipe out the name of Azitawadda from this gate and put down his name…let Ba lshamen and El-thecreator-of-the-earth and the Eternal-Sun and the whole Group of the Children of the Gods wipe out that ruler… 68 Thus Herrmann, "Ba'al" Dictionary of Deities and Demons in the Bible", 134, for the notion that Ba'al "is mentioned besides other gods as guarantor of the inviolability of the inscription". For the significance of formulas of "curse", Scharbert, "'rr", TDOT, 1:416ff., shows the curse to be "a forceful word producing destructive powers". Often times the curse meant "the only or last legal method of effectively discouraging violators of the law and evildoers". The deities that Azitawadda mentions in the list are Ba l, Ba l-Krntryš, the Gods, Reshef-Șprm and Ba lshamen. Since the focus of this study is the god Ba al, having already analyzed the meaning of the names Ba l and Ba lŠamen, we will concentrate for the reminder of the analysis on the identity of Ba l-Krntryš. 71 According to Gibson, the word KRNTRYŠ is non-Semitic, and points rather to a geographical place. Hence it is possible that this "deity was a form of the Anatolian Weather-God".
72 Accordingly, Azitawadda might have called on the foreign Ba l-Krntryš in order to secure peace, well being, and for protecting his inscription from being defaced. Oden argues that not only the name, but apparently the cult of this area, seems unusual.
73 Another interpretation takes the listing "in order" of the deities and assumes that, since "double or triple designations of a single deity are not uncommon", it is conceivable that the names may actually serve as "appellations of the god El".
74 However, this interpretation does not seem to take into account the fact that the name El appears along with Ba l-Krntryš. De Moor suggested that in certain contexts, the name Ba al was not used in an absolute sense. When connected to a second element, the name may simply mean "Lord of…" and serve as an "appellative honorific title of another god".
75 De Moor suggests a second possibility, namely, that "b l followed by a genitive frequently means the storm-god Baal".
76 In other words, the genitive form that followed the name Ba al could in fact nominate the "local manifestation" of the great god Ba al (e.g., Ba al, that is, Krntryš). Ultimately, the fact that the inscription lists several combinations of the Ba al name, points to "no small degree of religious syncretism… at Karatepe".
77
We may clarify the picture of Ba l-Krntryš by also analyzing the role that the god played (in the worldview of this inscription). Azitawadda "established" Ba l-Krntryš at Karatepe, he calls on Ba l-Krntryš to bless him with "life, peace, and mighty power", with "length of days, a great number of
71
Since in this paper we focus on the god Ba al we will not attempt a full analysis on the name Reshef-Șprm either. years, good authority", and finally to bestow upon Azitawadda's people "plenty to eat and wine (to drink)", "oxen, small cattle", and "many children". Evidently, among these blessings, the abundance of crops and the animal and human offspring point to Ba l-Krntryš as a god of rain and fertility. 78 Finally, since Ba al and Reshph-ȘRPN commissioned Azitawadda to build the city (and the temple), it is plausible that they "were part of the decision-making counsel of the gods, who were involved in building the Temples".
79
The Name Ba al in Compounded Names
The following analysis will focus on several inscriptions that have been dated to a time frame between 1000-700 BC. The criterion for selection is the name of the god Ba al. The inscriptions are valuable because they offer direct evidence of the understanding and practice of the cult of Ba al in Phoenicia.
The Ahiram Inscription (cca. 950 BC) As the examples included bellow will show, the majority of Phoenician kings of the 10th-9th centuries had theophoric names. One of the better known inscriptions which contain a theophoric name is the Ahiram inscription. The name appears on a "sarcophagus" that 'Ittoba'l, the king of Byblos, made for his father Ahiram. A number of scholars have made the association between 'Ittoba'l and Ethbaal from 1 Kings 16:31, the father of Jezebel, and the king of the Sidonians. In fact, Josephus, quoting Menander, identified Ethbaal as "the priest of Astarte" and fellow sufferer with Ahab from the draught described in 1 Kings 17.
80 The inscription is fragmentary, but the sentence that concerns us states: "the coffin which [It] This is a classic example of a theophoric name, containing the name of Ba al in the second part. In our context, 'ittoba'l may be translated as "with him Ba al". Gibson suggests that the position of the 3ms pronominal suffix (here not "w" but "h", situated between the proper name and the proposition " t", "with") led to the formation of a diphthong with the preceding vowel; hence its reduction.
82 It is very likely that the name "Ba al with him" might have served as a means to strengthen Ethbaal's royal position. The king was appointed by, and under the protection of, the god Ba al.
83
The Abiba al, Eliba al, and Shipitba al Inscriptions.
Another set of example of names which contain the theophoric element "baal" are those of Abiba al, Eliba al, and Shipitba al. We will also study the role that the god Ba al played in the lives of these kings later, but for our immediate purpose, it is important to examine the meaning of their names. The inscriptions contain the names in the following contexts: Gebal, his lady. May Ba alath-Gebal prolong the days of Shipit-Ba al and his years over Byblos!"
86
All three texts are part of dedicatory inscriptions, in which the king claims his merit for having built or restored the "houses" of the gods (or the goddesses). In the case of the first name, one will note the proper name Ba al attached to the prefix by, that is, "[my] father". As Harris argued, there is no indication that case endings "were still expressed" in all early Phoenician dialects.
87 That is why a Phoenician speaker could have pronounced the form by (avi), that is, with first-common-singular suffix. This was possible because in "many Phoenician forms "y" was absorbed into a preceding vowel in the same syllable". 88 This also means that name may well have had the meaning "my father" ( by) [is] Ba al (Master/Lord), or "of my father, Ba al" (Abibalos, in Josephus, Ant. 8.5).
89
The second name contains the forms ba al el. If Harris is correct, and if a first-common-singular suffix need not have been written in order to be read, then one could have read the expression as elyba al. In a word-forword translation, the name would mean "my god" ( ely) [is] ba al, or "my god, the Lord".
90 Without forcing the limits of the analogy, we may point to the Hebrew name of Elijah ( elyyiahu). This name too was formed of the same two concepts: the names of God (El) and Lord (YHWH) which, in translation meant "my God" ( ely) "is Lord" (yiahu).
91
Finally, the third name read šip t ba al. In Phoenician, as in other Northwestern Semitic dialects, the root šf t could mean "[to] judge, govern" (as verb) and "governor, law giver" (as noun).
92 The full name might have For the association of Ba al names with the royal descendants in Phoenicia see also Markoe, The Phoenicians, 88. 90 In Phoenician and Hebrew, El meant "god" or "God;" thus Harris, Ibid., 77. Using this analogy, we may point to the Hebrew name of Elijah ( elyyiahu), which meant "my God" ( ely) "is Lord" (yiahu). 91
Thus " elyyiahu", HALOT; TWOT. 92 Harris, A Grammar of the Phoenician Language, 153. For the meaning of šf t in Amorite, Akkadian, Ugaritic, and Punic (Phoenician) dialects see "šf t ", HALOT.
had the meaning of "He judged [with the help] of Ba al", or "Ba al judged". In other words Šipit ba al claimed that Ba al invested him with the authority to govern and judge the people. Alternatively, though less certainly, it could mean that when Šipit ba al judges and/or governs, it is in fact Ba al that judges and/or governs through him. In other words, Šipit ba al is the human representative of the god.
93

Conclusions
We have stated already that Ba al was a deity of fundamental significance in the Ancient Near East, and particularly in biblical Israel. First, the importance of the god has been attested by the frequency with which it was used in Ugaritic and Canaanite mythology. Second, we know that the image of Ba al, as a "weather god" and "war god" appears in many inscriptions, artifacts and statuettes from Israel, Phoenicia and Syria. 94 We also know that Ba al temples and altars existed both outside and inside of Israel (Judges 6:25; 1 Kings 16:32).
95 The Bible affirms on two occasions that hundreds of priests served in Israel on behalf of Ba al (1 Kings 18, 22). The Bible also refers to Ba al by name over 66 times, although many of the references to "idols" and "gods" probably pointed to Ba al as well. Several of these references link Ba al with the phenomena of rain and fertility (e.g., 1 Kings 18; Hoseah 2). This statistic alone makes Ba al the most important deity, besides Elohim and YHWH, in the whole of the Old Testament.
Finally, the high status of the god is confirmed "by the frequency of Ba al as theophoric component in personal names".
96 In other words, the name Ba al as the theophoric element in compound names is the second most used name in the Old Testament, after El and YHWH. 97 We hope to 2012) have shown that the god Ba al played a major role in Phoenician religion as well. Both as a theophoric element and as the name of the god Ba al, this deity occupied the religious conscience and practical life of the Canaanites like no other god ever did. The fact that Ba al was placed first in lists of deities, and that the name of three successive Phoenician monarchs bore the theophoric element Ba al, proves the high status that he received in the eyes of the worshipers. Beginning with the 10th century BCE, Phoenicia played a major role in the relationship with Israel and its religion left an indelible mark upon the religious practices of the people of God.
